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Toulouse is also known as la ville rose, thanks to the pinky hue of the bricks used 
in much of the city’s architecture. The heart of Occitan culture, this southern 
city is a wonderful location in which to experience the French art of living, and 
is perfect for inspiring a passion for all things French in your students. 

The city of Toulouse is typically French, with numerous cultural activities that are 
ideal for  students looking to enhance their international knowledge and skills.We 
will make sure that your students see the side of Toulouse that tourists often miss. 
Marathon Travel steeps you into the rich culture of the region  - it’s food, art, sport 
and natural beauty ensuring that your pupils become entuned to the inspiring local 
French culture. 

Sample Itinerary*

Day 1
 z Flight to Perpignan
 z Transfer to Toulouse 
 z Walking Tour of Toulouse
 z Evening at Leisure 
 z Night at the Hotel

Day 2
 z Breakfast in the Hotel
 z Visit La Cite de L’espace
 z Enjoy the Airbus A380 Tour
 z Bowling
 z Night at the Hotel

Day 3
 z Breakfast in the Hotel
 z Day Trip to Lourdes or 
 z Carcassonne
 z Evening at Leisure
 z Night at the Hotel

Day 4
 z Breakfast in the Hotel
 z River or Canal Cruise
 z Free Time for Shopping
 z Travel to Perpignan
 z Flight Back to Ireland

*All itineraries can be changed and adjusted 

to suit your groups needs

**We can collect you at your school for 

airport transfers nationwide.  

  Toulouse & 
South France

Suggested Sightseeing & Visits
 z Walking Tour of Toulouse
 z Cathedrale Saint Etienne 
 z Musee des Augustinus
 z Saint Raymond Museum

What’s Included?
 z Return Flights to Perpignan
 z Priority Boarding
 z 10kg Hand Luggage
 z Return Airport Transfers from Per-

pignan to Toulouse
 z Coach at Disposal for Lourdes or 

Carcassonne Day Trip
 z 3 Nights in Hotel 
 z 3 Breakfasts in the Hotel 
 z Entrance to La Cite de l’Espace 
 z Airbus A380 Tour
 z River or Canal Cruise 
 z 1 Game of Bowling
 z Travel Insurance

TRAVEL


